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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) has accelerated the innovations in the connected car domain. Together with Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), the IoT technologies envision unleashing efficient and more sustainable transportation systems. A connected car is already considered as an IoT resource whose capabilities can be exposed through an IoT platform, but few testbeds provide full-stack, cloud-based environment for connected car services experimentation. This paper formulates several research and engineering challenges for developing such testbed. Our proposed testbed exploits the IoT and microservices to provide advanced functionalities such as (i) the integration of heterogeneous sensors and vehicular communication technologies in a complete end-to-end stack and (ii) an Edge Server for vehicular data annotation, local processing with actuation. The testbed exposes the vehicular resources securely through a Cloud based framework and open APIs. They are supported by The Web of Things (WoT) based interoperable descriptions of vehicular devices and interactions among relevant actors. Finally, the Cloud system deploys the connected car services using microservices philosophy. In addition to that, we present a functional IoT architecture of the testbed, describe its operational phases, novel aspects, prototyping and experimentation details.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the IoT technologies maturing, more and more business scenarios are taking advantage of the IoT systems for remote monitoring, proactive maintenance, and actionable insights. The connected car domain is also actively benefiting from the IoT, Edge, and Cloud systems [1], [2]. Several established car manufacturers and new entrants have already integrated cellular connection in their cars making it possible for the cars to connect to devices, services and platforms external to them. As a result, such vehicles can be viewed as resources for data collection, computation and actuation from an IoT system point-of-view [3]. Additionally, the ongoing wave of modernization of city infrastructures, strict emission standards, and safety are driving the development of next-generation and sustainable transportation systems. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and connected car initiatives are using the IoT systems to develop more efficient transportation system that minimize the impact on the environment as well.

To achieve this vision, it is important to have an infrastructure where innovative connected car services can be experimented and improved. A testbed is an environment that allows experimentation and testing for the research and development of solutions. It provides a rigorous, transparent and replicable environment for experimentation and testing†.

Several research and engineering challenges arise to develop a testbed that integrates connected vehicles, ITS, and IoT. Several of such challenges are explained below.

- Due to the presence of many stakeholders (e.g. car manufacturers, end users, platform providers, Telecom service providers, developers), several types of communication technologies (e.g. ITS-G5, cellular, LTE D2D, LTE-V) should be supported for V2X data exchange. It poses a challenge to make connected car services work with such different technologies.
- Connected car resources should be integrated with a secure Cloud framework for real-time data and control information exchange. It requires the resources to be described using a standard format and then exposed to authorized parties through the secure Cloud framework. Such description should express the capabilities (e.g. events, properties, and actions) supported by the car resources. The description should be consumed by services that may interact with the connected cars. It is another challenge to provide a standard and compact description of hundreds of resources available in the connected cars.
- It is widely acknowledged that centralized processing of connected car data is costly in terms of latency and QoS. Given the nature of safety requirements in highly and full autonomous vehicles (a category of connected cars), it is important to consider a powerful Edge server (or a Cloudlet if necessary) on such cars for resource discovery, local data fusion, communication, and actuation. The Edge server should be capable of securely provisioning relevant services from the Cloud framework.
- A scalable, extensible and secure Cloud framework that hosts the connected car services is necessary. This is another challenge as current practices of software development and virtualization techniques do not scale well.
- Seamless integration of heterogeneous devices (car resources, smartphones), communication networks into IoT

platforms are required for the testbed. This allows easy execution of experiments through the testbed.

- To extend the testbed capabilities as well as experimenting with the current functionalities, the testbed must be designed and developed using standardized common service functions. The third party components added to the testbed should be compliant with the same standard.

- The interactions among the IoT platform components, connected car services and consumer devices do not follow any uniform operational flow. The entry point of available testbeds and services vary widely.

- The final challenge is to develop an easy way to write and submit experiments, and collect the results from the testbed.

This paper aims to describe an IoT and cloud based testbed enabling experimentation on connected car services. The testbed services are running in a virtualized environment and are deployed using microservices. They are the extensions of popular Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and can be viewed as bundle of small services each running on a container in our EURECOM-IoT cloud. The use of microservices brings several benefits to the testbed: loosely coupled services, lightweight test environment, rapid development, scalability, extensibility, load balancing, event logging, virtualization of services and modularization [4]. Our main contributions are are exploitation of the IoT and microservices to design an advanced architecture for the testbed to solve the mentioned challenges, and the presentation the testbed prototype with one connected car service experimentation. It focuses on provisioning a precision positioning algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the state-of-the-art testbeds available for the IoT systems. Section III describes the proposed architecture of the testbed along with building blocks and operational steps. Section IV reports our prototype implementation and one connected car service experimentation. Section V concludes the paper.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

The current research and industrial initiatives on testbeds supporting various use-cases ranging from generic testing to smart building, parking management, sensor networks, smart city etc. The paper [5] has identified several of such testbeds and simulators currently used in the IoT domains.

The EU FP7 project WISEBED\(^2\) aimed at providing a multilevel infrastructure of connected testbeds. The target of the project has been on the highly interdisciplinary area of wireless sensor networks and distributed systems. The project [6] provides a software platform called TARWIS, a flexible and generic testbed management system.

The EU project SmartSantander [7] provides an open testbed deployed in the Spanish city of Santander. It provides a city-wide experimental platform consisting of 12,000 IoT devices. They include IEEE 802.15.4 compliant nodes, parking sensors, irrigation and environmental monitoring among others. Subsequently, the framework has been extended to other regions in the United Kingdom, Germany and Serbia.

The authors of [8] highlight the need of involving end users of IoT systems in the experimentation life cycle. They present a testbed of a user centric smart building system. It integrates IoT nodes (i.e. devices), embedded gateways, smartphones of users, smart displays and a cloud server. The testbed functionalities are developed using the SmartSantander framework and WISEBED APIs for IoT management related tasks, device registration, collection of statistics etc. Using the testbed, the authors performed several case studies including: (i) energy efficiency in buildings (energy awareness, interactive mobile feedback, load disaggregation), and (ii) human dynamics in office spaces (measurement of activity heat map and social graph).

The EU H2020 FIESTA-IoT\(^3\) proposes experiments as a service. The project provides software tools, best practices and processes enabling IoT testbed and platform providers to interconnect their devices and services. This process also preserves interoperability using semantic web technologies. The project allows submission of experiments for the underlying testbeds. The experiments are designed and executed to be run on a virtualized environment. Two key aspect of the process are the dynamic discovery of available IoT resources and the testbed agnostic IoT data access. Federation of the available testbeds, their challenges, and an unified IoT ontology for testbeds federation have been addressed in [9].

A generic IoT architecture for a testbed as a service is proposed in [10]. It is called IoTBed and uses the IoT devices located in the Edge level. Apart from those, there are coordinator/cluster head, IoT gateways, services and end users. The architecture is composed of several components: (i) management and operation control, (ii) resource manager, (iii) reputation and incentive manager and (iv) experiment manager. The operational model of the testbed includes (i) reputation point calculation, (ii) incentive calculation, (iii) testbed registration and (iv) experiment submission. A comparison of IoTBed with FIESTA-IoT, WISEBED, FIT IoT-Lab shows that the former is the most advanced as it supports heterogeneity, scalability, federation, user interfacing, resource allocation, IoT device registration, reputation scheme, incentive framework, and security policy.

HarborNet, a testbed successfully deployed at one of the seaports Portugal, is described in [11]. It provides abilities to cloud based service deployment, network control and data collection from nearby vehicles and RSUs. The testbed supports wide range of communication technologies (e.g. IEEE 802.11p, Wi-Fi, 3G and LTE) as well as GPS. The proposed services are centralized in a cloud which exposes interfaces to collect data, management, data warehousing, port operation etc.

Apart from that, a smart motor testbed is reported in [12].

---

\(^{2}\)https://www.uni-muenster.de/Comsys/en/research/projects/project-wisebed.html

\(^{3}\)http://fiesta-iot.eu/index.php/iot-experiments-as-a-service/
There is also the Japan-wide Orchestrated Smart/Sensor Environment (JOSE)⁴ builds upon an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) approach. The unique aspect of this testbed is that it allows parallel execution many IoT services. Each of the services has its own physical sensor networks and Cloud.

It is clear from the above discussion that few of the current testbeds support connected car service related full-stack experimentation. That is one of the main motivations of the work presented in the following sections.

III. TESTBED ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING BLOCKS PROTOTYPING

This section presents the testbed architecture (shown in Fig. 1), its functional building blocks, and their operational steps. Novel aspects in the presented architecture include an Edge Server, virtualization, microservices, WoT based Thing repository, open APIs to extend the offered services, and experimentation capabilities.

A. Connected Car

Our testbed provides access to one connected car. A vehicular On Board Unit (OBU) is used to interface with the CAN bus of the car. With the CAN bus access tools, higher layer applications and services access the CAN signals and messages. For the current prototype, it is possible to access the gear position, status of indicator lights, car windows and doors and change the status of headlights and car windows.

The OBU SDK allows embedding intelligence in the car as well as provides air interfaces with ITS-G5 and Wi-Fi. Currently the OBU supports exchange of GNSS data and CAM messages as required by connected car services. The SDK allows software development in C language.

To include the connected car into the IoT system, a Thing Description (TD)⁵ of the car is developed [13] using semantic web technologies. The TD lists the properties, events and actions of the available sensors, and actuators. To ensure interoperability with connected car services, a standardized vocabulary following the ongoing W3C Web of Things initiative is used.

B. V2X Communication

Our testbed is one of the few that successfully integrates ITS-G5 communication stack [14] and provides the ability to experiment on the use of the same in connected car services. An MK5 Road Side Unit (RSU) and an MK5 OBU from Cohda Wireless are used in the testbed. It inherits the same (lower) access layer from IEEE 802.11p while providing new protocols for the upper layers. Integration of this communication technology paves way for Cooperative ITS related connected car services. It is due to the integration of V2X ITS-G5 technology, the testbed can support experimentation on high precision positioning for connected vehicles [15].

C. Edge Server

The Edge Server introduces capabilities for V2X communication (through the RSU), vehicular data validation, annotation, local processing, local actuation, and data exchange with a Cloud system. Our implementation of a vehicular gateway using Fog Computing [2] has been significantly advanced to create the Edge Server. It includes two dedicated interfaces for V2X and Cloud communication, and more robust services for sensor data validation, metadata annotation, local processing, and actuation. These functional elements are shown in Fig. 2. The vehicular subsystems (e.g. GNSS, Lidar, temperature sensor) and the data they generate are heterogeneous. To manage such variety, the Edge Server integrates a data validation and annotation module. Its main purpose is to check if the raw data is valid and then perform annotation. The range of data points of car sensors are used during the data validation phase. For annotation, additional information (e.g. unit of measurement, timestamp, type of sensor, domain of operation, unique identification of sensor) are added creating a metadata. This is important as the raw measurement itself is not suitable for processing. To settle the heterogeneity, we annotate the data following the specifications mentioned in Media Types for Sensor Measurement Lists (SenML)⁶, thereby creating a uniform metadata from the raw data. Then the Edge Server processes the metadata locally depending on the use-case and actuate if necessary. The implementation is generic enough to be deployed on a connected car as well as on RSUs.

We describe an example here. The Edge Server deployed on a car can combine the sensor data from ambient temperature, humidity sensor to determine if there is fog outside. If yes, the server will automatically turn on its fog lamp through local actuation. Otherwise, if actuation is not necessary, the processed and encrypted sensor data (using AES-256) can be exchanged with a Cloud system over a secure communication link. The abilities of creating uniform metadata, processing, and actuation from the Edge Server are the novel aspects of the testbed.

Each of the mentioned steps in the Edge Server is accessible

⁵https://github.com/w3c/wot/blob/master/plugfest/2018-prague/TDs/EURECOM-TD/EURECOM_X5_TD.jsonld
using a dedicated API. The server is developed using Node JS (with MongoDB used for database) and deployed in a Raspberry Pi alongside the RSU. Depending on the use case and experimentation scenario, the server can be deployed in a virtualized environment in the car, effectively transforming the car into a Cloudlet [16].

D. Secure, Cloud Based Web Services

Our Cloud based connected car services solve several of the identified research and engineering challenges presented at the beginning of the paper. The internal components are depicted in Fig. 3. The software framework deployed in the Cloud is secure by-design. The services exchange data with the Edge Server and connected car using a HTTPS based secure communication channel. The exchanged data is encrypted using AES-256. Each client or third party using the Cloud for experimentation must obtain a secret key (AES-256) and a JSON Web Token (JWT)7 through the OpenSSL based secure key exchange mechanism. The JWT is utilized for both authentication and authorization which is a novel aspect presented in this work. Both the secret key and JWT are valid for a specific time and must be changed after that. These functionalities are part of the security provisioning service.

The sensors and actuators of the car are described and registered to the Thing Repository in the Cloud. This component follows the principle of CoRE Resource Directory8 and Web of Things, which advocates for the use of standardized web technologies to counter the fragmentation among the IoT platforms. The vehicles must register their TD directly at the registration interface of the Thing Repository and the TD is then stored in a secure storage in the Cloud. Authorized clients or third parties doing experiments on our testbed must consume the TD to discover the sensors and actuators available in the car for testing as well as their properties, supported events and actions. This is done through the discovery interface.

In addition to that, many complex algorithms used by different services can be housed in the cloud. For example, semantic reasoning on vehicular data for trajectory mining [17], or tourism recommendation system [18], can be deployed as a service. We introduce the concept of microservices to extend the Cloud capabilities by adding new application logic as a microservice. Such a loosely coupled service can be developed independently, using any software tool, and standard data exchange format. Then the microservice is deployed using a container. This approach is extensible and also supports service scalability, as the replication of the same services become easy. Additionally, this mechanism supports lightweight deployment, rapid development, interoperability, virtualization and strong modularization in the Cloud. Adding a new connected car service is performed using ”New Service Addition” interface.

For seamless integration of new services and microservices deployment, the WoT philosophy of protocol binding is used. It maps abstract interactions between the IoT services (e.g. security provisioning, TD registration, discovery, data processing etc.) onto concrete protocol operations. For example, the vehicular TD registration request is mapped onto a POST request while the same for discovery is mapped onto a GET request.

For client application, we provide an Android application called Connect and Control Things (CCT) which is able to discover and consumer the available TD and visualize the processed data from the connected car resources. There are also web services enabling experiment submission and report generation. The experiments are designed using a descriptive language similar to that used in FIESTA-IoT project9. The described services and the architecture drawn in Fig. 3 are deployed in EURECOM-IoT Cloud running on a virtual machine in Amazon Web Service.

---

7https://jwt.io/
E. Novel Aspects and Limitations

Compared to the available testbeds, our implementation is secure by-design successfully integrates heterogeneous computing platforms (e.g., Cloud, Edge Server, RSU), ITS-G5, and a real connected car. This opens up the testbed usage to all stakeholders in the IoT and connected car domain. We utilize WoT based standard protocol, interface and description of the car making the resources easy to be consumed by the Cloud based web services. The Edge Server is capable of local computation and actuation which decongests the core network and enables distributing the intelligence among testbed elements. The web services, data exchange and storage are secure by design and novel mechanism like JWT is used for authentication and authorization. Microservices based service deployment is another unique property of the Cloud, and allows rapid extension of new services.

Although the testbed features above novel aspects, it has three main limitations. Due to non-availability of multiple vehicles, the scalability aspect could not be tested. Another limitation is that it lacks an automated tool that logs and displays the performance of connected car services (e.g., consumption of computational, communication resources, latency experienced by vehicles). During the experiment mentioned in the next section, such results are manually collected. Finally, the implemented security features are basic while we need advanced threat modeling and countermeasures.

IV. EXPERIMENT ON PRECISION POSITIONING SERVICE

The EU H2020 HIGHTS project\textsuperscript{10} has been making coordinated efforts to offer high precision positioning service for Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS). This project combines the satellite based positioning systems with innovative use of vehicular on-board sensing and infrastructure based wireless communication technologies (Wi-Fi, ITS-G5 etc.) to produce next-generation and high precision positioning information for C-ITS applications. HIGHTS developed three such next-generation positioning algorithms which depend on different infrastructure (e.g. sensor and communication technologies). We derived the following experiment to be developed and tested on the proposed testbed.

A. Experiment Scenarios

In our experiment, a connected car needs precision positioning service while moving through urban canyons or tunnels where GNSS signals are not reliable. The vehicle is equipped with the Edge Server (or a Cloudlet) that detects the available sensors and V2X communication technologies it has access to. The information is securely exchanged with the Cloud. Based on the provided information, the latter would select the best precision positioning algorithm and its grade (higher the grade, more is the location precision) using a decision tree shown in Fig. 4. The positioning service of the Cloud will return the information to the vehicle. We experimented with two scenarios. For the first scenario, GNSS, on-board Lidar and HD maps are available for positioning. The seconds scenario involves GNSS, ITS-G5 and UWB ranging for positioning. It is decided that for the experiment to be successful, the Cloud system must be able to correctly inform the connected car about the positioning algorithms and its grades for both the scenarios.

B. New Microservice Addition

We developed the new microservice called “positioning service” using Node JS framework and MongoDB for database. Then it is ported into the EURCOM-IoT Cloud. Also, the current OBU in the car lacks the intelligence to detect and inform which sensors and V2X communication stack is available for the calculation of precision positioning. To complement the OBU capabilities, we developed an Android Auto application (AAA) which acts as the on-board Edge Server. The experiment required us to rapidly develop two new software elements and deploy them into the overall testbed.

C. Running the Experiment

To run the experiment, the AAA performs security provisioning at the beginning. For the first scenario, AAA identifies the infrastructure elements (e.g. GNSS, Lidar and HD Map) that the car has access to and securely uploads the information to the newly added “positioning service” in the Cloud. Following the decision tree, it determines that Ibeo Map based algorithm with grade 5 fits the scenario and securely informs that to the car. Similarly, for the second scenario, the application identifies that the car has access to GNSS, ITS-G5 and UWB ranging but not to Lidar. In this case, the Cloud recommends unconstrained VA-Cloc algorithm for absolute position with grade 3. HTTP based protocol binding is used for both the scenarios in this experimentation.

D. Experiment Results

For both the scenarios, the positioning service return correct algorithms and their grades. We outline early experimental results on computational and communication resources consumption at the AAA and Cloud system. The memory footprint the Node JS files implementing the Cloud system is about 25.8 KB. The runtime CPU load and memory are presented in Table I.

\textsuperscript{10}http://hights.eu/
For the AAA, the apk file size is 2.29 MB. On an average, its runtime CPU consumption for user initiated tasks is 10% and that for Kernel is 5% (during the lifetime of the application). We measured the available and allocated Java memory using a Motorola G3. The available memory for AAA has been around 18.06 MB of which 11.24 MB were allocated for most of the operations. Rest of the memory was either free (most of the time) or used during the additional computation (encryption, decryption, network) for Cloud communication. In addition to that, we also noted the size of messages exchanged with the cloud. For the first and second scenario, the AAA transmitted 1.51 KB and 1.65 KB respectively, and received 6.52 KB and 6.48 KB respectively.

The obtained results not only validate the success of the experiment, but also establish the performance of the tested and Edge Server (e.g. AAA). The tested services utilize small amount of runtime resources establishing the lightweight aspect of the microservices. Also the on-board Edge Server is lightweight, easily extensible and consumes limited network bandwidth.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the paper motivates for a testbed to experiment on innovative connected car services. The testbed architecture and prototype successfully integrates several heterogeneous components. The connected car services are built using several IoT common service functions and deployed using microservices in the EURECOM-IoT Cloud. The Edge Server enables vehicular data validation, annotation, local processing and actuation if necessary. Integration of V2X ITS-G5 technology is another unique feature which allows us to perform a connected car service experimentation on high precision positioning. A new microservice (e.g. positioning service) and an Android auto application (for the on-board Edge Server) are developed and rapidly deployed for this testing. This demonstrates the extensibility of our testbed platform. The experimental results show that the current prototype of the Edge Server and web services are lightweight and extensible. We also identify three main limitations of our testbed. As for future work, we are focusing on addressing these limitations.
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